Constrained optimization problems are often characterized by multiple constraints that, in the practice, must be satisfied with different tolerance levels. Here, we evaluate the applicability of MAP-Elites to "illuminate" constrained search spaces by mapping them into feature spaces where each feature corresponds to a different constraint. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach on a large set of benchmark problems, in various dimensionalities, and with different algorithmic configurations. As expected, numerical results show that a basic version of MAP-Elites cannot compete with stateof-the-art algorithms that use gradient information or constraint handling techniques. Nevertheless, it can find constraint violations vs. objectives trade-offs and thus provide new problem information. As such, it could be used in the future as an effective building-block for designing new constrained optimization algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Several real-world applications, for instance in engineering design, control systems and healthcare, can be described in the form of constrained continuous optimization problems, i.e. problems where a certain objective/cost function must be optimized within a certain search space, subject to some problem-dependent constraints. * Also with Fondazione Bruno Kessler, fioravanzo@fbk.eu. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. GECCO '19 Companion, July 13-17, 2019, Prague, Czech Republic © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6748-6/19/07. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10. 1145/3319619.3321939 Without loss of generality, these problems can be formulated as: Our goal is to evaluate the applicability of the Multi-dimensional Archive of Phenotypic Elites (MAP-Elites) [4] for tackling these problems, specifically to provide trade-off solutions in constrained optimization. Differently from conventional Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), MAP-Elites conducts the search by mapping the highest-performing solutions found during the search (elites) into a multi-dimensional discretized space (separate from the original search space, and typically of a lower dimensionality), defined by problem-specific features. In order to apply MAP-Elites to constrained optimization, the main idea we propose here is to define the feature space based on a discretization of the constraint violations. It is worth noting that in practical applications the discretization has a concrete, domain-dependent meaning: it can be seen as a set of tolerance levels, which can be different for each constraint.
RELATED WORK
The study of EAs explicitly driven by novelty or diversity [1], rather than the objective alone, is a relatively new area of research in the Evolutionary Computation community. Among these algorithms, MAP-Elites [4] has attracted quite some attention in the field, due to its simplicity and general applicability. Evolutionary constrained optimization is, on the other hand, a much more mature area of research: hundreds of papers have shown in the past three decades various algorithmic solutions and real-world problems where EAs were successfully applied to constrained optimization. A survey of the literature can be found in [2] , to which we refer the interested reader for a comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art.
METHODOLOGY
The basic version of MAP-Elites, as introduced in [4], is shown in Algorithm 1. In the pseudo-code, x and x ′ are candidate solutions (i.e., n-dimensional vectors defined in the search space D); b ′ is a feature descriptor, that is a location in a user-defined discretized feature space, corresponding to the candidate solution x ′ , (i.e., an N -dimensional vector of user-defined features that characterize x ′ , typically with N < n); p ′ is the performance of the candidate 253
